
  

Improve 
law enforcement 
efficiency with 
connected video solutions

Real-time efficiency from crime scene to conviction 

With new intelligent video solutions, you can increase the speed 
and success of your efforts to battle crime. Your operations center 
becomes the hub not only for your city’s security cameras, but also 
for coordinating and supporting the efforts of your first responders. 
Connected video solutions strengthen your resources and ability to 
make a difference – when and where it matters.

√  React quicker

√  Respond better

√  Resolve more effectively

> Get an immediate alert the moment  
 something happens

 Automatic incident alerts, provided by video analytics, sensors or alarms,  
 boost your monitoring capabilities and shorten your response times

> Prevent incidents without deploying resources  
 Use onsite audio and other measures to automatically or remotely stop  
 incidents in progress

> Make faster, more informed decisions 
 Live video from the scene lets you prioritize and take  
 immediate actions

> Ensure coordinated response  
 Achieve quicker deployment with predefined protocols 
 according to incident type 

> Acquire visual evidence faster   
 Prepare an effective case with efficient tools for locating and  
 managing video evidence

> Deploy with optimized resources
 Make the best use of your field resources and improve their safety with  
 up-to-date information

> Bring submissible evidence to court
 Maximize conviction rates with high-quality video
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>Alerts from 
connected sensors

Various sensors, including public 
emergency phones and buttons, provide 
early warnings of potential or confirmed 

incidents such as robbery, trespassing, 
gunshots, burglaries, flooding and fires. 

Operations center, dispatch 
center or real-time crime center

Whatever the name, this is the operational 
hub, connecting all devices and stakeholders. 
Predefined incident protocols, combined with 

real-time data, ensure comprehensive situational 
awareness and operational efficiency – from crime 

scene to conviction. 

Deterring sound and light
Connected loudspeakers and lights help 
to deter potential incidents and prevent 
situations from escalating. They can be 
triggered automatically by sensor and video 
alerts, or managed from the operations center.

Field resources – armed 
with information
First responders equipped with mobile 
devices benefit from the latest relevant 
information, such as live surveillance 
video, images of suspects or license plate 
numbers. When approaching the scene, 
they are as prepared as possible, knowing 
what to expect – and what or whom to 
look for.

> Maximize the chances of immediate arrest 
 Boost response efficiency by quickly providing visual information 
 to all stakeholders involved

!√ React quicker

√ Respond better

√ Resolve more effectively

For more information and real-life examples of how you can 
use intelligent video and real-time crime centers to boost law 
enforcement efficiency, visit www.axis.com/lawenforcement

A clear view for everyone
Cameras in prioritized locations serve 

as extra eyes for your operations center 
staff, providing high-definition live and 
recorded video. Intelligent functions in 
selected cameras automatically detect 

and alert for threats and incidents.
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Connected video 
solutions – how do

they work?

PROTECT

Fulfill your promise 
to bring crime to justice


